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This chapter offers a brief summary of my research into, and current understanding of, the phenomenon formerly known as “autogynephilia.”

In early conversations that I participated in with other trans activists and advocates in 2008 (in the wake of the new DSM-5 workgroup appointments), it seemed clear that one of the things working against us in our petitioning for “good” DSM revisions (or preventing “bad” revisions from happening) was the lack of peer-reviewed research articles supporting our case, as these are supposedly the only evidence that counts toward reshaping DSM diagnoses (although apparently you can avoid this requirement if you chair a DSM subworkgroup; see next chapter for details). For instance, while countless thoughtful and thorough critiques of Ray Blanchard’s theory of autogynephilia existed on the Internet, in trans-themed publications like Transgender Tapestry, and books like Whipping Girl, and Kelley Winters’s 2008 book Gender Madness in American Psychiatry, none of them would officially be taken into consideration. In contrast, the dozen or so (largely redundant) Blanchard articles referencing “autogynephilia” that were published in sexology journals would be considered relevant and may even be referenced in the new DSM.

Recognizing this, I began to focus my efforts on writing a critical review about Blanchard’s theory of autogynephilia for a peer-reviewed journal. That article was eventually published in 2010 in The International Journal of Transgenderism under the title “The Case Against Autogynephilia”—for those interested, a draft of that paper can be downloaded from my website. Unbeknownst to me at the time, Charles Moser was working on a similarly-themed paper, “Blanchard’s Autogynephilia Theory: A Critique,” which was also published in 2010. Both of our papers presented numerous lines of evidence that disprove
the main underpinnings of autogynephilia theory, namely, the assertions that trans female/feminine-spectrum people can be readily divided into two clear-cut categories based upon sexual orientation and the presence or absence of “autogynephilia,” and that “autogynephilia” is the primary underlying cause of gender dysphoria and desire to transition in trans women who experience it.

Where our papers differ is that, while Moser continues to use the term “autogynephilia” to refer to sexual fantasies and patterns of arousal in which the “thought or image of oneself as a woman” plays a contributing role, I instead argue that we should no longer use this term for the following reasons:

- There is a several-decades-long history in which “autogynephilia” has been described in the scientific/psychiatric literature as both a sexual orientation and a cause of gender dysphoria and transsexuality. Since neither appears to be the case, it would be misleading to continue using the term in this manner.

- There is a similarly long history of “autogynephilia” being described as a “male”-specific phenomenon and a paraphilia—these notions are interrelated, as (according to psychiatric dogma) paraphilias are extremely rare or nonexistent in women. However, recent studies have shown that many cisgender women (up to 93 percent) have experienced “erotic arousal to the thought or image of oneself as a woman.” Therefore, we should no longer use a term that is so closely associated with paraphilias and “erotic anomalies” (as Blanchard calls them) to describe what appears to be a relatively common (and non-pathological) form of sexual thought or fantasy experienced by many female/feminine-identified people.

- “Autogynephilia” (as defined in the scientific/psychiatric literature) conceptualizes trans women as “sexually deviant men,” and thus is unnecessarily stigmatizing and invalidating of trans identities. For this very reason, the concept of “autogynephilia” has been increasingly appropriated by lay people who forward anti-transgender ideologies and political agendas.

For these reasons, in my review I argued that we should replace the misleading and stigmatizing label “autogynephilia” with the more comprehensive (and less pathologizing) term Female/Feminine Embodiment Fantasies (FEFs).

Here is the rationale for this nomenclature: I refer to them as “fantasies,” because that is what they are: a type of sexual/erotic thought or fantasy. It is
widely acknowledged (in both sexology and society) that sexual fantasies vary greatly in the population, and if two people just so happen to have a similar fantasy, it does not necessarily mean that they share the same underlying “condition” or are a similar “type” of person. (In contrast, Blanchard argued that there are two distinct types or categories of trans female/feminine people—“autogynephilic” and “androphilic”—distinguished by the presence or absence of the paraphilic condition “autogynephilia.”) The word “embodiment” references the well-accepted notion in philosophy and cognitive studies that our thoughts, perceptions, and desires do not happen in a vacuum—they occur within, and are shaped by, our bodies. As I pointed out in Whipping Girl, most of our sexual fantasies involve (at least) two bodies: our own body, and the body of the person we are attracted to (for a more rigorous exploration of this, see Talia Bettcher’s excellent article “When Selves Have Sex”). In fantasies centered on sexual attraction, most of the attention or emphasis may be placed on our imagined partner’s body and behaviors, but our own bodies and behaviors are nevertheless often present (e.g., we may imagine them doing something to our body, or our body doing something to theirs). In “embodiment fantasies,” more (or perhaps in some cases, all) of the attention and emphasis is instead shifted toward our own (real or imagined) bodies and behaviors. Finally, the “female/feminine” in FEFs refers to the fact that aspects of our own (real or imagined) female body and/or feminine gender expression play a central erotic role in the fantasy (although other erotic components, such as our imagined partner, may also exist in the fantasy).

For similar reasons, I favor the term Male/Masculine Embodiment Fantasies (MEFs) over the psychopathologizing term “autoandrophilia.” While MEFs do exist, they seem to be less common than FEFs. In Chapters 14 and 17 of Whipping Girl, and Chapter 30 of this book, I have laid out a compelling case that the relative prevalence of FEFs is foundationally rooted in, and typically viewed through the lens of, our cultural tendency to sexualize and objectify femaleness and femininity. This explains why many people (of diverse sexual orientations and anatomies) who are (or wish to be) female and/or feminine report having experienced such fantasies or erotic thoughts either occasionally or often. It also explains why male- and/or masculine-identified people—whose real or imagined bodies no doubt play some role in their sexual fantasies (e.g., they might imagine other people doing things to their penis and/or themselves doing things with their penis)—do not typically view their bodies as central to their fantasies, as we are all culturally conditioned to view
male/masculine bodies as the *subjects* (rather than the objects) of sexual desire.

In the aforementioned *Whipping Girl* chapters and in “The Case Against Autogynephilia,” I further argued that a few additional factors are likely to contribute to the observed trends in the prevalence and demographics of FEFs and MEFs. First, while neither of these phenomena is transgender-specific, they do seem to be more common (or commonly reported) in pre- and non-transition transgender-spectrum people. It makes perfect sense that someone who has not yet attained their imagined or identified sexed body, or who are unable to safely share their desired gender expression or presentation with the world, would focus more attention on those elements in their fantasies than people who can take those aspects of themselves for granted. Indeed, this would help to explain the well-documented dramatic decrease in intensity and frequency of FEFs reported by many trans women once they socially and physically transition.\(^{12}\)

Second, one might expect that the intensity or frequency of FEFs would be more pronounced in individuals who are sexually attracted to femaleness/femininity more generally (e.g., in their partners); an analogous correlation might be expected between MEFs and attraction to maleness/masculinity in others. This would explain the increased levels of FEFs reported in lesbian and bisexual trans women compared to heterosexual trans women (as reported in many previous studies), and numerous lines of anecdotal evidence indicating that MEFs are not uncommon in gay trans men, and in female-assigned people who identify as “girlfags.”\(^ {13}\) Similarly, numerous cis femme-identified queer women have told me (in informal conversations) that they regularly experience FEFs. While more formal investigations would be necessary to confirm this anecdotal evidence, the notion that attraction to femaleness/femininity and experiencing FEFs (or attraction to maleness/masculinity and experiencing MEFs) may be correlated to some degree seems reasonable and helps explain previously reported patterns of FEFs in trans female/feminine individuals.

Finally, in addition to our cultural tendency to sexualize femaleness/femininity, I argued that other aspects of traditional sexism (i.e., the assumption that femaleness/femininity is inferior to maleness/masculinity) may help create the correlations in transgender trajectories and sexualities that Blanchard’s theory attempted to explain. Throughout *Whipping Girl*, I describe how traditional sexism leads to *effemimania*, where feminine expressions in male-assigned children and adults receive far more scrutiny and derision than masculine expressions in female-assigned people. While the latter group remains
relatively free to openly express their masculine inclinations throughout their lives (whether they grow up to be tomboys, butches, or trans male/masculine individuals), the former group faces significant pressure to hide or repress any female/feminine inclinations they may have. Historically, this pressure has resulted in two diverging life paths for people on the trans female/feminine spectrum. Those who were unable to hide or repress their tendencies (e.g., children on the extreme feminine or cross-gender-identified side of the spectrum) came to identify with their femininity, viewing it as simply a natural part of their personality and/or an extension of a female gender identity. In contrast, those children who were able to repress such behaviors would come to initially identify as boys, and (as a result of traditional sexism) be embarrassed by any subsequent female/feminine tendencies they experienced. This explains why their initial gender explorations would likely involve a male (public)/female (private) dichotomy that is a hallmark of many crossdressers’ identities. And given their initial male identity (and the privileges associated with it), any fascination or eroticization associated with said gender explorations (e.g., FEFs) would likely be fueled by the mystification/exoticization of the Other—a phenomenon documented at great length in the humanities and social studies.

This repression-mystification hypothesis (which shares some similarities with Veale et al.’s identity-defense model of gender-variant development) provides a nonpathologizing explanation for the two “types” of trans women Blanchard describes, while also being consistent with current trends (e.g., lesbian- and bisexual-identified trans women transitioning significantly earlier in life without a “crossdresser phase”) and more recent evidence that FEFs “may be a historically fading phenomenon.” In other words, with increasing acceptance of transgender and gender non-conforming children, there is less pressure put on such individuals to repress their female/feminine inclinations, and thus less of a tendency for them to eroticize their own gender explorations later in life.

So that is a brief introduction to my multifactorial model to explain the phenomenon formerly known as “autogynephilia.” This model allows for a variety of outcomes, as each of the previously described potential factors simply increases the likelihood of (but does not strictly determine) the presence of FEFs or MEFs within any given individual. Like all sexual fantasies, FEFs and MEFs are not a permanent condition—they may appear, disappear, reappear, intensify, de-intensify, evolve, or vary for unknown/inexplicable reasons. Unlike Blanchard’s theory, the existence of FEFs and MEFs does not contradict or deny the known diversity in transgender identities, trajectories, and sexualities.
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Part 3: Pathological Science Revisited


30 – Psychology, Sexualization and Trans-Invalidations

1. For instance, Ray Blanchard—who has carried out research on trans people at Centre for Addiction and Mental Health (formerly the Clarke Institute of Psychiatry) for decades—when asked “Do you think that classifying transgender people as having a disorder does contribute to stigma against the trans community?” callously replied “No. I mean how many people who make a joke about trannies consult the DSM first?”; see Laura Cameron, “How the Psychiatrist Who Wrote the Manual on Sex Talks About Sex,” *Motherboard*, April 11, 2013 (http://motherboard.vice.com/blog/heres-how-the-guy-who-wrote-the-manual-on-sex-talks-about-sex). In J. Michael Bailey, *The Man Who Would Be Queen: The Science of Gender-Bending and Transsexualism* (Washington D.C.: Joseph Henry Press, 2003), 158, Bailey seemingly admires his colleague’s contemptuous attitude when he says, “Blanchard is irreverent, cynical, and politically incorrect . . . He has little patience for arguments about whether research is good for people (such as ‘Are homosexual people hurt or harmed by research on the genetics of sexual orientation?’).” But the example that was fresh in my mind when writing this speech was Alice Dreger, “The Controversy Surrounding The Man Who Would Be Queen: A Case History of the Politics of Science, Identity, and Sex in the Internet Age,” *Archives of Sexual Behavior*, 37, no. 3 (2008), 366–421, in which she repeatedly played down and dismissed trans people’s legitimate concerns about Bailey’s book and its potential ramifications (as noted in most of the peer commentaries cited in Note 4).

2. The word “transgenderism” has a long history of being used as a neutral term to describe the phenomenon of transgender people and experiences, much like “transsexuality” or “transsexualism” is the phenomenon of transsexual people and experiences. However, some contemporary
trans activists have tried to claim that the term is derogatory, mostly due to how it has been misappropriated in recent years by trans-exclusive radical feminists (e.g., Sheila Jeffreys in her book *Gender Hurts*; see Chapter 35) to give the impression that it refers to an aberrant political ideology rather than the phenomenon of gender variance. This is but one of many examples of the Activist Language Merry-Go-Round phenomenon that I describe in the second half of Chapter 45. I discuss the history of the word “transgenderism,” and why I feel that we should not abandon it, in Julia Serano, “Regarding Trans* and Transgenderism” (http://juliaserano.blogspot.com/2015/08/regarding-trans-and-transgenderism.html).

3. Throughout this piece, I use the term “mainstream psychology” as an umbrella term to refer to those psychological, psychiatric, and sexological discourses on gender variance, transgenderism, and transsexuality that have dominated the medical/mental health literature or have been institutionalized in our society (e.g., via the gatekeeper system and the DSM) over the last half century. I chose the word “psychology” (rather than “psychiatry”) primarily because most of the theories and diagnoses that I critique here have been invented and/or forwarded by psychologists.


6. The quote is a reference to Anne Lawrence, “Shame and Narcissistic Rage in Autogynephilic Transsexualism,” *Archives of Sexual Behavior* 37, no. 3 (2008), 457–461, which is her peer commentary on Dreger’s article (cited in Note 1). Both Lawrence and Dreger depict trans people as engaging in an irrational, mass overreaction to mainstream psychology, although Lawrence’s article is admittedly significantly more psychopathologizing than Dreger’s.

7. The World Professional Association for Transgender Health (WPATH) Standards of Care (SOC) is a set of guidelines for trans health providers. While early versions of the SOC were rather horrific (see Serano, *Whipping Girl*, 116–126), recent revisions have incorporated changes suggested by the trans community—see Eli Coleman et al., “Standards of Care for the Health of Transsexual, Transgender, and Gender-Nonconforming People, Version 7,” *International Journal of Transgenderism* 13 (2011), 165–232.


9. Alix Spiegel, “Two Families Grapple with Sons’ Gender Identity,” *National Public Radio (NPR)*, May 7, 2008 (http://npr.org/2008/05/07/90247842/two-families-grapple-with-sons-gender-preferences). Throughout this chapter, I will use the phrase “cross-gender-identified” in reference to people who identify as the gender other than the one they were assigned at birth.


13. Further discussion of the depiction of trans people as mentally incompetent can be found in Kelley Winters, Gender Madness in American Psychiatry: Essays from the Struggle for Dignity (Dillon, CO: GID Reform Advocates, 2008). Bettcher, “Trans Identities and First Person Authority” (see previous Note) offers an in depth philosophical analysis to explain why trans people are not typically viewed as having legitimate “first person authority” regarding gender identity. Serano, Whipping Girl, 161–193, provides a framework to challenge many of the foundational assumptions that enable such trans-invalidations.


16. Winters, Gender Madness in American Psychiatry, 45–49. See also Madeline H. Wyndzen, “The banality of insensitivity: portrayals of transgenderism in psychopathology,” All mixed up: A transgendered psychology professor’s perspective on life, the psychology of gender, & “gender identity disorder” (http://GenderPsychology.org/psychology/mental_illness_model.html).

17. Winters, Gender Madness in American Psychiatry, 19–43.


21. This is a reference to George W. Bush, who while president, once said: “But I’m the decider,
and I decide what is best."


23. Paul McHugh is a psychiatrist who does not believe in sex-reassignment and who has become the "go to" authority and interviewee for those wishing to invalidate trans people—the specific quotes cited here are from Bailey, *The Man Who Would Be Queen*, 206; FoxNews.com, “Critics Slam Boston Doctor Who Offers Sex Change Treatment to Kids,” May 19, 2008 (http://foxnews.com/story/0,2933,356592,00.html). Dr. Phil is a psychologist and television host whose eponymous show ran an episode called “Gender-Confused Kids” on October 29, 2008 (http://drphil.com/shows/show/1138).

24. Spiegel, “Two Families Grapple with Sons’ Gender Identity.”

25. For a comprehensive list of references supporting this fact, see Serano, *Excluded*, 308, Note 4.


such experiences (which many other trans women have shared with me) are admittedly anecdotal, they are indirectly documented in the sexual harassment and abuse statistics cited in Note 39.

39. Recent reports have chronicled that up to 64 percent of transgender people have been the victims of sexual assault, and that 76 percent of transgender students had experienced sexual harassment, including unwanted sexual remarks or being touched inappropriately—see Grant et al., Injustice at Every Turn; Emily A. Greytak, Joseph G. Kosciw, and Elizabeth M. Diaz, Harsh Realities: The Experiences of Transgender Youth in Our Nation’s Schools (New York: GLSEN, 2009). The phenomenon of “walking while transgender” (discussed in Chapter 24, Note 2) is also an example of the sexualization of trans women being linked with discrimination and harassment. The interconnectedness of sexualization, discrimination, and violence is further explored in Bettcher, “Understanding Transphobia: Authenticity and Sexual Abuse”; Talia Mae Bettcher, “Evil Deceivers and Make-Believers: On Transphobic Violence and the Politics of Illusion,” Hypatia: A Journal of Feminist Philosophy 22, no.3 (2007), 43–65.


46. Robert J. Stoller, Sex and Gender: On the Development of Masculinity and Femininity (New York: Science House, 1968), 195. On the numerous occasions that I have shared this Stoller quote while giving talks on trans, queer, and/or feminist issues, it consistently evokes uproarious audience laughter. I point this out to show the huge disparity between what is taken for granted within mainstream psychology (e.g., that men’s clothing has no erotic value, or that female-assigned people cannot possibly experience any bona fide arousal via crossdressing) and what real people outside of the psychological establishment actually experience in real life.

47. Serano, Whipping Girl, 283–306.

49. For example, Bailey, *The Man Who Would Be Queen*, 146.


52. Lynda Lytle Holmstrom and Ann Wolbert Burgess, *The Victim of Rape: Institutional Reactions* (New Brunswick: Transaction Books, 1983), 171–188. While somewhat tangential, it is worth noting that Bettcher (in “Trans Identities and First Person Authority”) points out that the denial of first person authority plays a central role in both rape and in trans-invalidations. In the first case, a rapist will dismiss the fact that the woman explicitly said “no” to his sexual advances, and instead privilege his own interpretation of her (e.g., arguing that she must have really meant “yes” because of what she was wearing, or supposedly communicating with her body language). Similarly, a trans-invalidator will ignore what a trans woman (or man) says about her own gender identity and experiences in favor of their own interpretation of her gender.

53. “Forced” or “rape” fantasies are fairly common in women. Anywhere between 31 to 57 percent of women report having them—reviewed in Joseph W. Critelli and Jenny M. Bivona, “Women’s erotic rape fantasies: an evaluation of theory and research,” *The Journal of Sex Research* 45 (2008), 57–70. The term “autoraptophilia” does not exist in the psychological or sexological literature—I invented it for the sole purpose of demonstrating how invalidating and potentially damaging it can be to define people based upon their sexual fantasies, especially if the population in question is already routinely sexualized in the culture at large.


55. Blanchard, “*DSM-V* Paraphilia Options.” I discuss this definition (and the many problems with it) in more depth in Chapter 34.

56. Paraphilize (transitive verb): to deem a person’s autonomous or consensual sexual desires, urges, and/or orientations to be abnormal, unhealthy, or psychopathological.

58. Bailey, *The Man Who Would Be Queen*. Bailey’s hypersexualization of trans women is mostly found on pp. 141–212. The “especially well-suited to prostitution” quote can be found on p. 185. Most of the trans-women-as-pathological-liars depictions can be found on pp. 157–176.


31 – Stop Sexualizing Us!

1. *Jerry Springer* and *There’s Something About Miriam* were television series that portrayed trans women in a sensationalistic and sexualizing manner (described in Serano, *Whipping Girl*, 37–38), and *Myra Breckinridge* was discussed in the previous chapter.

2. This quote is found in Moser and Kleinplatz, “Transvestic fetishism: Psychopathology or iatrogenic artifact?”

3. He does this in Ray Blanchard and Peter I. Collins, “Men with sexual interest in transvestites, transsexuals, and she-males,” *Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease* 181 (1993), 570–575, wherein he coined the term “gynandromorphophilia” to describe the supposed paraphilia of being sexual attracted to trans female/feminine-spectrum people. It is also implied in Blanchard’s broadening of definition for “paraphilia” for the *DSM-5* (mentioned in the last chapter and discussed in more depth in Chapter 34), as it is clear that he does not consider trans people as “phenotypically normal.”

33 – Reconceptualizing “Autogynephilia” as Female/Feminine Embodiment Fantasies


4. American Psychiatric Association, *DSM-IV-TR*, 568. While the accuracy of this claim is debatable, the crucial point here is that this notion (that paraphilias are male-specific) is what allowed Blanchard to portray “autogynephilia” as a paraphilia in the first place: In his 1989 paper in which he first introduces the concept (Blanchard, “The Classification and Labeling of Nonhomosexual Gender Dysphorias”), Blanchard considers the presence of “autogynephilia” in many trans women, and the supposed lack of its counterpart in trans men, to be evidence that it must be a paraphilic impulse (under his presumption that trans women are “men” and trans men are “women”). In stark contrast, recent findings (see Note 5) indicate that what Blanchard calls “autogynephilia” is likely to be a more general sexual phenomenon associated with female/feminine-identified people (both cis and trans), rather than being a trans-specific paraphilia.

we-all-have).

6. Numerous examples of this are compiled in Julia Serano, “The real ‘autogynephilia deniers’.”

7. Serano, “The Case Against Autogynephilia.”


13. For evidence of MEFs in gay trans men, see the Discussion section of Matthias K. Auer, Johannes Fuss, Nina Höhne, Günter K. Stalla, Caroline Sievers, “Transgender Transitioning and Change of Self-Reported Sexual Orientation,” *PLOS ONE* 9, no. 10 (2014), e110016. “Girlfag” is a term (mostly used in online communities) to describe androphilic (i.e., attracted to men) female-assigned individuals who identify with gay men, gay male culture, and/or fantasize about being gay men having sex with other men—e.g., see Ili, “I am something that does not exist!” (On queer schwulwomen, girlfags and guydykes),” *Crossdreamers*, September 1, 2014 (http://crossdreamers.com/2014/09/i-am-something-that-does-not-exist-on.html), and other posts listed in Jack Molay, “A Reader’s Guide to the Crossdreaming and Autogynephilia Blog,” January 1, 2008 (http://crossdreamers.com/2008/01/readers-guide-to-confessions-of.html).

14. The “repression-mystification” hypothesis I describe here was first forwarded (in much greater detail) in Serano, *Whipping Girl*, 283–306. The “identity-defense” model is described in Jaimie F. Veale, Terri C. Lomax, and Dave E. Clarke, “Identity-defense model of gender-variant development,” *International Journal of Transgenderism* 12, no. 3 (2010), 125–138. While these models vary in certain respects, they both posit that the two “types” or “classes” of trans female/feminine-spectrum people frequently cited in the psychiatric/sexological literature represent dif-
ferent reactions or defense mechanisms in response to societal transphobia/trans-misogyny. The "current trend" I mention here is a personal observation based on informal conversations that I've shared with numerous young (typically college-aged) queer-identified trans women. The claim (and supporting data) that FEFs (more specifically, in the form of transvestic fetishism) "may be a historically fading phenomenon" is from Larry Nuttbrock, Walter Bockting, Mona Mason, Sel Hwahng, Andrew Rosenblum, Monica Macri, and Jeffrey Becker, "A further assessment of Blanchard's typology of homosexual versus non-homosexual or autogynephilic gender dysphoria," *Archives of Sexual Behavior* 40, no. 2 (2011), 247-257.

### 34 – Trans People Are Still “Disordered” in the DSM-5

1. The original 2012 blog posts are Julia Serano, “Trans people still ‘disordered’ according to latest *DSM*” (http://juliaserano.blogspot.com/2012/12/trans-people-still-disordered-according.html) and Julia Serano, “Follow up on *DSM*-still-considers-trans-folks-‘disordered’ post” (http://juliaserano.blogspot.com/2012/12/follow-up-on-dsm-still-considers-trans.html). This piece also draws from my 2009 piece: Julia Serano, "Why feminists should be concerned with the impending revision of the *DSM*,” (http://juliaserano.com/TSetiology.html#FeministingParaphilias).


3. Twitter is a social media platform that allows people to share short messages (which are referred to as “tweets”). As I searched the Internet for such articles, I found that most of them were quite short, used similar language, offered no critical analysis, nor included comments from any trans activists or advocates who had been critical of the *DSM-5* revision process. It seems to me that the most likely scenario is that the American Psychiatric Association (who publishes the *DSM*) probably sent out some kind of press release touting their supposed “trans-friendliness,” and that several news outlets simply passed the misinformation along as “news” to their readers.


5. Serano, “Placing Ken Zucker’s clinic in historical context” (and references therein); Winters, *Gender Madness in American Psychiatry*.

6. The definition that appears in the text is from the "Paraphilic Disorders" section of American Psychiatric Association, *DSM-5*. It is identical to the one Blanchard proposed in 2009 (see Blanchard, "*DSM-V* Paraphilia Options"; full citation in Chapter 30, Note 54) with the exception that the phrase “physically mature” has replaced the word “adult.” The vast array of problems with this definition are dissected in Andrew C. Hinderliter, “Defining Paraphilia in *DSM-5*: Do Not Disregard Grammar,” *Journal of Sex and Marital Therapy* 37, no. 1 (2011), 17–31; see also Charles Moser, “Yet another paraphilia definition fails,” *Archives of Sexual Behavior* 40 (2011), 483–485.

7. In Blanchard, "*DSM-V* Paraphilia Options," he explicitly describes sexual attraction to “amputees, paralyzed persons, physical deformities” as paraphilic, and in Blanchard and Collins, “Men with sexual interest in transvestites, transsexuals, and she-males,” he described attraction to trans
female/feminine individuals as a paraphilia that he named “gynandromorphophilia.” Blanchard is also a co-author on a paper that argues that people who have a sexual interest in individuals outside of the age range of seventeen to forty-five are paraphilic (see Hinderliter, “Defining paraphilia in DSM-5: do not disregard grammar”). See Chapters 42 and 43 for my argument against conceptualizing such forms of attraction as “paraphilias.”

8. Blanchard, “DSM-V Paraphilia Options.” While this specific language does not appear in the final DSM-5, the sentiment clearly remains—see Note 9.

9. The DSM-5 explicitly lists “interests in spanking, whipping, cutting, binding,” and “telephone scatology (obscene phone calls)” as examples of paraphilias, and the Fetishistic Disorder diagnosis additionally includes “recurrent and intense sexual arousal” in response to various articles of clothing or footwear, or “a highly specific focus on nongenital body part(s)” (see “Paraphilic Disorders” section of American Psychiatric Association, DSM-5). Hinderliter, “Defining paraphilia in DSM-5: do not disregard grammar,” discusses how the DSM-5 paraphilia definition could be interpreted to deem masturbation, orgasming without genital stimulation, watching pornography, reading erotica, and sexual role play as paraphilic as well.

10. Cameron, “How the Psychiatrist Who Co-Wrote the Manual on Sex Talks About Sex” (full citation in Chapter 30, Note 1).


12. Charles Moser, “Problems with Ascertainment,” Archives of Sexual Behavior 39 (2010), 1225–1227; Patrick Singy, “What’s Wrong With Sex?” Archives of Sexual Behavior 40 (2011), 483–485. Both these authors point out that this sort of false distinction is precisely why the diagnosis “Ego-dystonic Homosexuality” was removed from previous DSM revisions. Hinderliter, “Defining paraphilia in DSM-5: do not disregard grammar,” additionally points out that the term “paraphilia” has a several-decade-long history in the psychiatric literature (including previous DSM revisions) to refer to a set of diagnosable mental disorders, and thus is entirely unsuitable as a label to describe nonpathological behaviors.


16. The Blanchard quote is from Cameron, “How the Psychiatrist Who Co-Wrote the Manual on Sex Talks About Sex,” and numerous examples of people citing DSM diagnoses (e.g., GID)
as justification for discriminating against trans people can be found in Winters, *Gender Madness in American Psychiatry*, 71–78.


19. Between April 2010 and June 2011, there were at least three different proposed versions of “Transvestic Disorder”—these are all listed in Gail Knudson, Griet De Cuypere, and Walter Bockting, “Second Response of the World Professional Association for Transgender Health to the Proposed Revision of the Diagnosis of Transvestic Disorder for DSM 5,” *International Journal of Transgenderism* 13, no. 1 (2011), 9–12. The final diagnosis differs somewhat from all of these, and can be found in the “Paraphilic Disorders” section of American Psychiatric Association, *DSM-5*.
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